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LOCATION:  northeastern Italy sited on 
a group of 118 small islands separated 
by canals and linked by bridges. 

Population: 263,996 (Oct 9, 2011)

Area: 160.1 sq miles (414.6 km²)

Weather: 50°F (10°C), Wind SE at 5 mph (8 
km/h), 71% Humidity

Province: Province of Venice

Project basics



BACKGROUND:
Located in the Adriatic Sea 

“City of Water”

Compromised of 117 small islands

Covers 413 square kilometers, 253 
square kilometers covered by water. 
Over 60%

Relies heavily on tourism

Politicians have plans to turn the 
city into a modern industrial city

One of the main chemical and oil 
centers in Europe

MODERN DAY VENICE:
Increased tourism and a decrease in 
population due to high costs of 
living and low birth rate in Italy. 

Longer tourist season

Sustainability is a great concern for 
the city
 a. Sustainable tourism
 b. Urban quality and environment
 c. Production

BACKGROUND &
CONTEXT



INFLUENCE OF WATER:
Acts as a connecting element

Fuels trading through the port

Instrumental for �shing and trading

Three main inlets to Venice from the 
Adriatic Sea
 Lido, Malamocco, & Chioggia

Guaranteed the natural tide �ow 
bringing in clean water into the 
lagoon.

Large means of transportation, port 
activities, leisure time and tourism

CHALLENGES:
Local population is moving out of 
the city

High tourist load has a heavy impact 
on the physical structure of city in 
terms of service
 Transit, public toilets, garbage, 

Risk of losing its own 
characteristics as a real “city” 

BACKGROUND &
CONTEXT



DESIGN INTENT &
VALIDATION
STRATEGIC PLAN FOR THE CITY; 2004-2014
 - achieve a livable city 
  - balance between environmental, social, economic and special 
  aspects. 

 - promote structural and functional transformations of the urban   
 system. 

 - Three main points of action:
  -  Preserve residential & remain welcoming for immigrants and 
  sustainable for all.
  - restored and preserved in its physical historical layout 
  - “think” globally at the metropolitan scale

 - limit the consumption of natural resources and protect the 
 historical and natural environments. 

 - combine history and innovation, the conservation of its cultural and  
 artistic values alongside the development of the available resources. 
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keY design
strategies
TAKING ACTION:
 1. Urban regeneration: 
  - Restore historic industrialized areas into mixed use urbanism
 2. Transforming industrial areas:
  - Transform, reuse and “green” industrial infrastructures. 
    A. VEGA: Venice Gateway for Science and Technology. 
    B. san Giuliano Park: 
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keY design
strategies
MOBILITY OF VENICE:
 Crucial issue for Venice:
  - Water taxis, work boats for 
  the delivery of goods of any kind, 
  private boats for tourism and 
  leisure, and cruise ships. 

  - Issue of congestion. 

  - Bridge completed to connect 
  the railway station to the car 
  terminal of Piazzale Roma.

  - “green” electric tramcar 
   - Connection within the urban belt
   - Hopes to manage traf�c and reduce air pollution
   - Aims for accessibility, punctuality, comfort, and 
   environmental friendliness
   - Not fully completed....



PERFORMANCE
STUDIES
MAINTENANCE OF THE CITY & WATER 
PROTECTION:
- Water quality issues due to 
overuse of the waterways 

- Restrictions on speed control 
and boat typologies

- Municipality needs to do 
constant dredging to keep up 
with the debris deposit from 
wave motion.  

- Does not have a real sewage 
system.
 - Urban waste uses the canals, utilizing the natural exchange of waters

- The MOSE project 
 - Defends Venice from high tides.



STRATEGIC PLAN FOR THE CITY; 2004-2014
 - achieve a livable city 
  - balance between environmental, social, economic and special 
  aspects. 

 - promote structural and functional transformations of the urban   
 system. 

 - Three main points of action:
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Scorecard
Analysis

Green City Scorecard

Private Car only                           mobility                          Bikes/Transit Networks

Pedestrian Barriers                     walkability                           Pedestrian friendly

Brown�eld                                  Biophilia                                Park network

Wastefullness                           carbon/energy                             Pro-Planet

Throughput                                Metabolism                               closed loop

Sel�shness                                 Governance                 Cooperation/collaberation

No plan                                       planning                               Plan Ful�llment

fear of others                               culture                            celebrates diversity
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Scorecard
Analysis

[Based on interview with Katie Kilty, who traveled to Venice in the summer of 2012]
Mobility: OPtions were to boat (expensive) or walk everywhere. Not ADA accessible. 

Walkability: MAIN, CROWDED ROADS WERE THE ONLY WAY TO GET AROUND. PATHS ARE DENSE AND AREN'T EFFICIENT

Biophilia: FEW PUBLIC GREEN SPACES. CAN'T SIT IN MAIN PIAZZAS UNLESS YOU'RE DINING AT AN EXPENSIVE RESTAURANT

Carbon/Energy: NO PASSIVE DESIGN STRATEGIES UTILIZED
Metabolism: VERY CLEAN; NO RECYCLING. SEEMS VACANT (TOURISM>LIVING)
Governance: ITALIAN GOVERNMENT (PARLIAMENTARY, MULTI-PARTY SYSTEM)
Planning: TRYING TO SOLVE FLOODING PROBLEM THROUGH THE MOSE PROJECT
Culture: TOURISTS DOMINATE POPULATION; FEW ITALIANS RESIDE THERE. AGE DEMOGRAPHIC: 60 YEARS AND ABOVE

Other:  
 - HARD TO NAVIGATE
 - NOTHING TO DO BESIDES WALK AROUND (UNLESS YOU’RE WILLING TO SPEND MONEY)
 - SEEMED VACANT
 - TOURISTS DOMINATED POPULATION; LITTLE ITALIAN WAS SPOKEN
 - SEEMED LIKE AN AMERICAN TOWN WITH A FEW ITALIANS
 - NO THOUGHTFUL PASSIVE DESIGN STRATEGIES
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